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HERE WILL BE MY ENDING

PROGRAM
FRANZ SCHUBERT (1797-1828)
Quartettsatz D.703

RICHARD MEALE (1932-2009)
‘Cantilena Pacifica’ from String Quartet No.2

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
String Quartet No.14 in C-sharp minor, Op.131 
 I Adagio ma non troppo e molto espressivo
 II Allegro molto vivace
 III Allegro moderato
 IV Andante ma non troppo e molto cantabile
 V Presto
 VI Adagio quasi un poco andante
 VII Allegro

ABOUT THE MUSIC
FRANZ SCHUBERT (1797-1828) - Quartettsatz D.703
Ushering in the set of three great string quartets Schubert wrote at the end of his life is the Quartettsatz (quartet movement) in C minor, 
written in 1820. This powerful movement was originally intended to be the first movement of a full quartet, but unfortunately only a sketch 
for the opening of the second movement exists. It is not known why Schubert never completed the work, but the movement he did write is a 
masterpiece and regarded as one of the first products of Schubert’s mature phase of composition. As with the later ‘Unfinished’ Symphony 
there has been much speculation on why Schubert left the composition incomplete. One view is that Schubert put it aside to follow up another 
musical idea but never got back to it. Javier Arrebola speculates that the work (like several others written during the same period) ‘did not yet 
represent the great leap forward Schubert was striving for’. The piece begins with a tremulous figure reminiscent of the opening of that other 
great uncompleted Schubert work, the ‘Unfinished’ Symphony; there is a sense of instability created which permeates much of the work, even 
in anxious figures accompanying otherwise lyrical themes. It is a precarious and poignant ambiguity, which is quintessentially Schubertian, 
the song that is even more beautiful because it exists only in memory or in imagination. Four years after the Quartettsatz, Schubert returned to 
the String Quartet genre to write the ‘Rosamunde’ Quartet, which was followed by Death and the Maiden, D.810 and his final fifteenth quartet. 
Following Schubert’s death, the score eventually found its way into the ownership of Johannes Brahms.

RICHARD MEALE (1932-2009) - ‘Cantilena Pacifica’ from String Quartet No.2
The Australian composer Richard Meale wrote his second string quartet in 1980. He studied piano, clarinet, harp, history and theory at the NSW 
State Conservatorium of Music, but in composition he remained self-taught. With his Sonata for flute and piano (1960) Meale focussed his local 
attention on the methods of the international avant-garde which were then not well known in Australia. During the 1970s he abandoned this 
atonal form of writing for a polytonal approach. His second string quartet falls into this category of writing where he also begins to introduce 
more lyric elements. This process of writing continued into Voss, his first opera which premiered in Adelaide in 1986. Despite his later works 
embracing a frank tonality with fin-de-siecle overtones, Meale always managed to retain his individual voice throughout his compositional 
lifetime. He died in Sydney, aged 77, in 2009. ‘Cantilena Pacifica’ is the fifth and final movement of his second string quartet. It is often 
performed as an individual work and has also been arranged for solo violin and chamber orchestra.
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS
The Hamer Quartet, formed in 2006, performs extensively around Australia and has also toured the U.K. and Europe. The Quartet were the 
winners of the first prize for string quartets, the audience prize and the Musica Viva award in the inaugural Asia Pacific Chamber Music 
Competition in 2009. Founding members Michael Dahlenburg (cello), Stefanie Farrands (viola) and Rebecca Chan (violin) have reunited in 
2016 to present a series of concerts with some exciting guest violinists.

PRINCIPAL GOVERNMENT PARTNER

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827) - String Quartet No.14 in C-sharp minor, Op.131
While Beethoven was still struggling with the Grosse Fugue Finale of Op.130, he received a lucrative offer from the Paris-based publisher 
Schlesinger for Op.130, Op.132 and another third, as yet unwritten quartet. This turned out to be the Op.131 Quartet in C-sharp minor. Beethoven 
began to write this quartet in late 1825 and finished the following summer. According to Karl Holz, Schuppanzigh’s second violinist, Beethoven 
himself regarded the C-sharp minor Quartet as his greatest. Although there are accounts of earlier private performances, including poignantly, 
one to Schubert on his deathbed, it was not heard in public until 1835. The quartet is divided into seven sections (played virtually without 
pause), but only the opening and the seventh and final movement fall into the home key of C-sharp minor.

Beethoven seems to have designed Op.131 to embrace a vast range of forms, textures and feelings, ranging from the unearthly elegy in the 
opening fugue to the Volkslieder (folk songs) and knockabout humour of the Presto, from the care free flowing second movement to the 
truculent and turbulent Finale. Yet Beethoven being Beethoven, he welds diversity into a profound unity. He fashions tight motivic links between 
sections, drawing much of the material from the prominent pairs of semitones in the fugue theme and alluding to this theme in the Finale. The 
sections seem to dissolve into each other, creating an impression of a vast single span.

The Quartet opens with an incredible theme starting an incredible movement. Of all Beethoven’s works, this is the only one to start with a fugue. 
Richard Wagner described it as being ‘The most melancholy sentiment ever expressed in music’. It passes through a wide range of keys straying 
as far as E-flat minor and B major before settling into a very intimate and ethereal A major section. Beethoven begins to build up to a climax 
with the cello playing the main theme in longer note values against rising sequences in the first violin and syncopations in the middle voices.

At the end of the movement, the C-sharp rises softly to a D to begin the second movement (Scherzo), a vastly different character to the 
opening movement. It is very child like in nature and in effect a continuous variation on a gently rocking melody, still however using the paired 
semitones found in the first movement. After a sudden outburst, the movement subsides to an end.

Two chords then open the short operatic recitative section which acts almost like an interlude to the central variation movement. Richard 
Wagner describes it as being ‘the incarnation of innocence’, but Beethoven’s scoring is far from naïve. It is broken up into six variations, each
with distinct characters that seem to grow more animated as they proceed, here Beethoven indulges in bizarre contrasts between each 
variation, allowing his quirky genius to shine through.

The fifth movement is a duple-time scherzo packed full of energy with wacky disruptions and contrasts of dynamics, tempo and rhythm. There 
is a less frenetic middle trio section before Beethoven comes back to the energetic scherzo, this time even more crazy with the main theme “sul 
ponticello” (with the bows close to the bridge). Although the sixth section (Adagio quasi un poco Andante) is rather brief, it is utterly poignant 
and beautiful string quartet writing, which acts as an introduction to the Finale. The quartet then plunges straight into the final movement 
which takes us back to C-sharp minor for the first time since the opening fugue. It is heralded by a demonic gesture played in unison by 
all four instruments. There is a sense that the Finale completes a circle which is reinforced by its tight thematic and tonal links with earlier 
movements - particularly noticeable is the reordering of the opening Fugue’s first four notes. One of Beethoven’s most sublime inventions - the 
luminous second subject seems to appear from nowhere, a radiant cascading scale figure followed by a huge leap upward which reaches its 
apotheosis in the recapitulation. The ending is abrupt and quite unexpected - it is known from his sketches that he was originally planning a 
further transformation, a softening of the opening theme but instead decided to sign off with a brief but heroic fanfare reinforcing the home 
key of C-sharp major in the final few bars.
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